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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Studies in adults show that musicians who begin training before age seven show enhancements in behaviour and brain structure compared with those who begin later \[[@pone.0216119.ref001]--[@pone.0216119.ref006]\]. Based on this evidence, it is hypothesized that training during specific periods of brain maturation in childhood lead to greater plasticity and thus better learning and performance in the long term. However, all previous studies demonstrating the impact of early training are in adults with more than 10 years of experience; thus we do not know whether early training has immediate effects in childhood, or whether those effects require additional maturation and/or long-term practice to develop. Further, we do not know whether early training has different effects on specific musical skills depending on their cognitive, perceptual or motor requirements. Therefore, in this study we compared performance on tests of musical ability in groups of children who began lessons earlier or later but who were matched for years of experience and other relevant training and cognitive factors. In addition to standard matched-group comparisons we also used regression to assess the differential contribution of cognitive measures and training.

The first study to suggest that the age of start (AoS) of musical training might modulate brain plasticity compared the surface area of the corpus callosum in musicians and non-musicians \[[@pone.0216119.ref005]\]. They found that overall the anterior corpus callosum was larger in musicians, but that this effect was greater for those who began training before age seven. No specific rationale for this cut-off was given, either based on the trajectories of brain maturation or music training. Most importantly, there was no control for the normally high correlation between AoS and years of experience, with earlier AoS related to greater experience. Subsequently, a series of studies from our lab and others have examined the impact of early training on behavior and the brain using samples of early-trained (\< 7; ET) and late-trained (\>7; LT) musicians matched for years of experience, years of formal training, and hours of current practice. Behaviourally, ET musicians have been found to have more accurate performance on complex sensorimotor synchronization tasks than LT musicians, using both visual-motor and auditory-motor paradigms \[[@pone.0216119.ref002],[@pone.0216119.ref003],[@pone.0216119.ref006],[@pone.0216119.ref007]\]. In the visual-motor domain, ET musicians outperformed LT musicians on a timed motor sequence task (TMST) for which they were trained to reproduce sequences of visually-presented 'rhythms' on a piano keyboard. The advantage for ET musicians was observed in training periods as short as two days \[[@pone.0216119.ref006]\] or five days \[[@pone.0216119.ref007]\]. In another sample, ET musicians had more precise timing than LT musicians during a task that required reading and playing scales from sheet music \[[@pone.0216119.ref008]\]. In the auditory-motor domain, ET musicians outperformed LT musicians on a rhythm synchronization task (RST) in which they listened, and then tapped along to each note of rhythms that varied in metrical complexity \[[@pone.0216119.ref003]\]. This finding was replicated in a second sample of ET and LT musicians with the same complex rhythmic task \[[@pone.0216119.ref002]\]. By contrast, in another sample of ET and LT musicians, no differences were found for a simple synchronization and continuation task \[[@pone.0216119.ref001]\]. Taken together, these results suggest that early training has greater long-term effects on more complex rhythmic tasks.

Longitudinal and quasi-experimental studies provide strong evidence that music training in childhood can produce changes in brain structure above and beyond normal maturation, and that these changes often correspond to improvements on musical tasks. Importantly, in these studies all children were found to be equivalent prior to music training in terms of brain structure, SES and cognitive abilities. In one study, six-year-old children were given 15 months of private keyboard lessons, and compared to a control group with only school-based music classes \[[@pone.0216119.ref009]\]. Those with private lessons showed enhancements in motor regions which were correlated with improvements on a melody and rhythm discrimination task. They also showed enhanced white-matter connectivity which correlated with improvements on a fine-motor sequencing task. Another group which followed children aged 6--18 for two years found a positive association between musical training and the rate of cortical thickness maturation in motor regions \[[@pone.0216119.ref010]\]. Very recently, six-year-old children were assigned to group music training following the El Sistema model, team sports training, or no systemic training \[[@pone.0216119.ref011]\]. After one year, children in the music group showed better performance on a task in which they synchronized drumming patterns with an adult \[[@pone.0216119.ref012]\]. After two years, children in the music group showed enhanced connectivity in the corpus callosum and better tonal discrimination compared to the two control groups \[[@pone.0216119.ref013]\]. Electrophysiological evidence suggests that changes in young children's neural processing of sound occur after as little as one to three years of lessons. For example, auditory-evoked potentials were larger in amplitude in four- to five-year-old children after one year of music lessons \[[@pone.0216119.ref014]\]. In another study, responses to violin tones were heightened in children aged 4--6 after one year of Suzuki music lessons when compared to children without musical training \[[@pone.0216119.ref015]\]. Finally, children with and without musical training were assessed every two years from age 7--13. The auditory-evoked responses of children with musical training grew larger in amplitude with time, suggesting enhanced auditory processing above and beyond normal development \[[@pone.0216119.ref016]\].

As described above, no specific rationale has been developed for the age of seven cut-off used in previous work. One study from our lab attempted to validate this cut-off by examining the relationship between AoS and rhythm synchronization performance for different age cut-offs (6, 7, 8 and 9) in a large sample of adult ET and LT musicians \[[@pone.0216119.ref017]\]. For all cut-offs, AoS was more highly correlated with performance in the ET than the LT groups, with a significant difference for the age seven cut-off. These findings support the use of age seven as a boundary for early training, but they also indicate that it is not a hard cut-off.

Taken together, these findings indicate training may enhance the developmental trajectory for musical skills through interaction with normal maturation and plasticity in auditory and motor regions of the brain. Longitudinal studies with children show that one to three years of music lessons in childhood can lead to improvements in synchronization and pitch discrimination which are related to changes in the underlying neural substrates. Cross-sectional studies with adults show that, even when controlling for lifetime musical training, having started before age seven was associated with better sensorimotor musical abilities later in life. A non-linear relationship has been proposed between AoS and task performance, with better performance associated with early AoS up to age nine \[[@pone.0216119.ref017]\]. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the the relative contributions of AoS, music lessons, and music practice to musical task performance in childhood. A large sample of children aged 6--14 with music training were tested on Melody Discrimination and Rhythm Synchronization tasks developed in our lab \[[@pone.0216119.ref018],[@pone.0216119.ref019]\]. Demographic and training information as well as measures of cognitive abilities were also collected. Based on previous studies in adults, we first examined group differences between ET and LT child musicians at a range of AoS cut-offs (5, 6 and 7) using age-equivalent z-scores. These groups were matched for years of lessons, cognitive and demographic variables. In a second step we assessed the relationship between AoS and performance between groups across these cut-offs. Finally, we used hierarchical regression to assess the individual contributions of AoS, cognitive and training variables to task performance.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

We tested 130 child musicians (age range: 6.50--14.08 years) from music day camps in Montréal, Ottawa, and Waterloo, Canada. We operationalized the term "musician" as a child fulfilling the following criteria: a) having at least 2.5 consecutive years of weekly, one-on-one music lessons on the same instrument (*M* = 5.06 years, *SD* = 1.58, range 2.58--10.00); (b) attending music lessons at time of recruitment; and (c) practicing music at least half an hour per week outside of lessons and on the same instrument (*M* = 3.16 hours, *SD* = 2.49, range 0.50--14.00). Children were eligible if they answered 'yes' to having at least one private music lesson per week. We did not inquire about duration of private lessons, or about group lessons. Music practice could be structured (using a book or specific exercises) or unstructured (free playing). Practice-related and demographic data were collected from parents on a questionnaire adapted in our lab (Survey of Musical Interests; \[[@pone.0216119.ref020]\]). We estimated SES using maternal years of education (*M* = 17.54 years, *SD* = 2.44, range 12.00--22.00). Mothers reported their highest level of education on an ordinal scale, and we converted this to an approximate interval scale with the following estimates: high school = 12 years; college diploma = 14 years; baccalaureate degree = 16 years; master's degree = 18 years; doctorate or medical professional degree = 22 years. Parents provided written consent and children provided verbal assent before participating. Children were given a gift card and a small toy as thanks for their participation. The study was approved by Concordia University's Human Research Ethics Board.

Musical tasks {#sec004}
-------------

For the children's Melody Discrimination Task (c-MDT), children listen to two melodies of equal duration separated by a 1.2-second silence, and then indicate whether the second melody is the same or different (Figs [1](#pone.0216119.g001){ref-type="fig"} & [2](#pone.0216119.g002){ref-type="fig"}). There are two conditions, Simple and Transposed, each with 20 trials (10 same and 10 different). In the Simple condition, both melodies are in the same key and in the "different" trials the pitch of a single note in the second melody is shifted up or down by up to five semitones. The child thus must compare individual pitches to detect the deviant note. In the Transposed condition, all the notes in the second melody are transposed upward by four semitones (a major third) and in the "different" trials a single note is shifted up or down by one semitone. Thus, since the melodic contour is preserved, the child must use relative pitch to perceive the deviant note. Melodies are composed of low-pass-filtered harmonic tones (320 ms) from the Western major scale (range: C4-E6). The 20 trials are presented in random order within conditions, but the order of conditions is always the same (Simple, Transposed) to preserve the storyline. Before starting each condition (Simple or Transposed), children are familiarized through four practice trials, two with feedback from the experimenter and two without feedback. The procedure for adapting the c-MDT from the adult version was recently published \[[@pone.0216119.ref018]\]. After all trials, the word 'correct' or 'incorrect\' is displayed for one second. During experimental trials, experimenters are seated so as not see children's responses or feedback. Performance on the c-MDT is scored as the percentage of correct responses. The child\'s responses are scored as 0 (incorrect) or 1 (correct), generating a proportion which is then multiplied by 100. Given the evidence of transposition ability being anatomically distinct from other auditory discrimination abilities, Simple and Transposed melodies are always reported separately.

![Examples of stimuli from the c-MDT Simple Melodies (L) and Transposed Melodies (R).\
Children listen to two melodies and decide whether the second was the same or different. Arrows represent the 'different' note. Figure adapted from \[[@pone.0216119.ref021]\].](pone.0216119.g001){#pone.0216119.g001}

![Graphical display of response probe for the c-MDT.\
Small elephant and monkey represent 'same' and 'different' response choices, respectively. Image is presented in full colour within the actual task.](pone.0216119.g002){#pone.0216119.g002}

For the children's Rhythm Synchronization Task (c-RST), children listen and then try to tap along to each note of a rhythm while it plays, using the index finger on a computer mouse (Figs [3](#pone.0216119.g003){ref-type="fig"} & [4](#pone.0216119.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Rhythms consist of 11 woodblock notes spanning an interval of 4 to 6 seconds. The c-RST has two rhythms at each of three levels of complexity (low, medium, high), for a total of six rhythms, which are presented in a counterbalanced order. Low complexity rhythms are repetitive and have a strong beat, whereas high complexity includes syncopated rhythms, which do not emphasize the beat. In a larger sample of children with and without musical training, ITI synchrony decreased consistently with increasing rhythmic complexity \[[@pone.0216119.ref018]\]. Thus, for this study, we used the average of all three complexity levels. A single trial of the c-RST consists of a 'Listen' phase and a 'Tap in Synchrony' phase, and each rhythm is presented for three consecutive trials (i.e., Listen-Tap; Listen-Tap; Listen-Tap). Before starting the test, children complete five practice trials at the low complexity level, with feedback from the experimenter. The rhythms used for the practice trials are not those used in the main task. Performance on the RST is measured in inter-tap interval (ITI) synchrony, or the child's ability to reproduce the temporal structure of a rhythm. It is calculated as the ratio of the child's response intervals (r) to the stimulus time intervals (t), with the following formula: Score = 1--abs(r--t)/t. This proportion is multiplied by 100 to generate a percentage, with scores closer to 100 indicating better synchrony.

![Examples of stimuli used in the c-RST.\
From top to bottom: low, medium, and high complexity rhythms. Low complexity rhythms (top) have the highest number of notes falling on the implied beat. Figure adapted from \[[@pone.0216119.ref019]\].](pone.0216119.g003){#pone.0216119.g003}

![Graphical display for the c-RST.\
Giraffe's headphones are highlighted during 'listen' phase, and hoof is highlighted during 'listen + tap' phase. Image is presented in full colour within the actual task.](pone.0216119.g004){#pone.0216119.g004}

Cognitive tasks {#sec005}
---------------

We administered three subtests from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, fourth edition (WISC-IV; \[[@pone.0216119.ref022]\]): Digit Span (DS), Letter-Number Sequencing (LNS), and Matrix Reasoning (MR). Digit Span is a measure of immediate auditory memory, in which the child repeats strings of digits forward or backward. Letter-Number Sequencing (LNS) is a measure of auditory working memory, in which the child hears a string of letters and numbers and must repeat them back in numerical and alphabetical order, respectively. Together, DS and LNS comprise the Working Memory Index and are reported as such herein. Matrix Reasoning (MR) is a measure of nonverbal reasoning, and is considered to be a reliable estimate of general intellectual ability \[[@pone.0216119.ref023],[@pone.0216119.ref024]\]. For this task, the child must identify the missing portion of an incomplete visual matrix from one of five response options. All subtests were administered according to standardized procedures. Raw scores were converted to scaled scores based on age-based norms.

General procedure {#sec006}
-----------------

Testing took place over a one-hour session. Participants were given short breaks between tasks to enhance motivation and prevent fatigue. Computer-based tasks were administered on a laptop computer running Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, <http://www.neurobs.com/>). Task order was counterbalanced across participants. Auditory tasks were presented binaurally via Sony MDRZX100B headphones pre-adjusted to a comfortable sound level. Cognitive tasks were administered in the order in which they appear in the original WISC-IV battery.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Examining group differences between ET and LT child musicians {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We first examined average group differences between ET and LT children by creating three sub-samples based on AoS: age five (*N* = 110), age six (*N* = 96) and age seven (*N* = 52), with equal numbers of ET and LT musicians in each group. Children who had started prior to the cut-off were categorized as ET; those who had started at or after the cut-off were categorized as LT. To create matched samples at each AoS cutoff (age 5, 6 and 7) we first selected the group of ET children. Then, we matched an LT counterpart that resembled the ET child as closely as possible (+/- up to one-half of a standard deviation) on the following variables: years of music lessons, gender, Matrix Reasoning, Working Memory Index, Maternal Education and hours of weekly practice. For example, if an ET child had a WMI of 24, where *M* = 20 and *SD* = 6, we selected an LT counterpart with a WMI in the range of 21--27. Demographic, training-related, and cognitive characteristics of ET and LT musicians in the three sub-samples are presented in Tables [1](#pone.0216119.t001){ref-type="table"}--[3](#pone.0216119.t003){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0216119.t001

###### Matched demographic, practice-related and cognitive variables in early-trained (ET) and late-trained (LT) musicians; ET \< 5 ≤ LT (*n* = 110).

![](pone.0216119.t001){#pone.0216119.t001g}

  Variable                              ET (*n* = 55)   LT (*n* = 55)   *t* (108)   *p*    *g*
  ------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ----------- ------ ------
  Maternal education (years)            17.94 (2.52)    17.40 (2.48)    1.03        0.30   0.20
  Music lessons (years)                 5.17 (1.45)     5.09 (1.23)     0.31        0.76   0.06
  Weekly practice (hours)               3.28 (1.94)     2.95 (2.46)     0.78        0.44   0.15
  Working Memory Index (scaled score)   23.76 (4.51)    22.51 (3.92)    1.55        0.12   0.30
  Matrix Reasoning (scaled score)       12.47 (2.74)    12.31 (2.69)    0.31        0.76   0.06

10.1371/journal.pone.0216119.t002

###### Matched demographic, practice-related and cognitive variables in early-trained (ET) and late-trained (LT) musicians; ET \< 6 ≤ LT (*n* = 96).

![](pone.0216119.t002){#pone.0216119.t002g}

  Variable                              ET (*n* = 48)   LT (*n* = 48)   *t* (94)   *p*   *g*
  ------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ----- ------
  Maternal education (years)            17.97 (2.56)    17.08 (2.29)    1.79       .08   0.37
  Music lessons (years)                 4.65 (1.31)     4.59 (1.31)     0.22       .83   0.05
  Weekly practice (hours)               2.80 (1.63)     2.14 (1.91)     1.81       .07   0.37
  Working Memory Index (scaled score)   22.04 (3.04)    21.92 (4.69)    0.15       .88   0.03
  Matrix Reasoning (scaled score)       11.98 (2.31)    12.13 (2.54)    0.30       .76   0.06

10.1371/journal.pone.0216119.t003

###### Matched demographic, practice-related and cognitive variables in early-trained (ET) and late-trained (LT) musicians; ET \< 7 ≤ LT (n = 52).

![](pone.0216119.t003){#pone.0216119.t003g}

  Variable                              ET(*n* = 26)   LT(*n* = 26)   *t* (50)   *p*   *g*
  ------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------- ----- ------
  Maternal education (years)            17.20 (2.27)   16.96 (2.60)   0.31       .76   0.09
  Music lessons (years)                 4.20 (1.08)    4.29 (1.08)    0.37       .71   0.10
  Weekly practice (hours)               1.95 (1.75)    1.79 (1.50)    0.35       .72   0.10
  Working Memory Index (scaled score)   21.69 (3.04)   21.92 (4.85)   0.20       .84   0.06
  Matrix Reasoning (scaled score)       11.65 (2.41)   12.08 (2.37)   0.65       .52   0.18

For the c-RST we predicted that ET children would score higher than LT at an AoS cut-off of age seven, as in previous findings with adult musicians. There are no published studies of the c-MDT comparing ET and LT musicians; however, we previously found that Simple Melody scores were higher than Transposed Melodies at all ages \[[@pone.0216119.ref018]\]. Moreover, the neural correlates of transposition ability have been found to develop later in life \[[@pone.0216119.ref025]\]. Thus, we hypothesized that any AoS effects would be limited to Simple Melodies.

We conducted a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with group (ET or LT) as the two-level factor, at each AoS cut-off (5, 6, and 7) on the age-normed z-scores for each child for each outcome measure (c-MDT: Simple and Transposed Melodies; c-RST: ITI Synchrony; Figs [5](#pone.0216119.g005){ref-type="fig"} & [6](#pone.0216119.g006){ref-type="fig"}). All assumptions for one-way ANOVA were met, including univariate normality, independence of observations, and homogeneity of variance \[[@pone.0216119.ref026]\]. There were no group differences at the first cut-off (ET \< 5 **≤** LT) for any outcome (Simple Melodies: *F*(1, 108) = 0.39, *p* = .537, partial *η*^2^ = .004; Transposed Melodies: *F*(1, 108) = 0.41, *p* = .523, partial *η*^2^ = .004; ITI Synchrony: *F*(1, 108) = 0.39, *p* = .389, partial *η*^2^ = .007). . At the second cut-off (ET \< 6 ≤ LT), ET musicians outperformed LT for Simple \[*F*(1, 94) = 9.56, *p* = .003, partial *η*^2^ = .092\] but not Transposed melody discrimination \[*F*(1, 94) = 0.69, *p* = .407, partial *η*^2^ = .007\]. Groups did not differ in ITI Synchrony \[*F*(1, 94) = 0.13, *p* = .719, partial *η*^2^ = .001\]. Similarly, at the oldest cut-off (ET \< 7 ≤ LT), ET outperformed LT for Simple \[*F*(1, 50) = 4.29, *p* = .043, partial *η*^2^ = .079\] but not Transposed melody discrimination \[*F*(1, 50) = 0.41, *p* = .524, partial *η*^2^ = .008\] and there were no differences in ITI Synchrony \[*F*(1, 50) = 0.61, *p* = .439, partial *η*^2^ = .012\].

![Results of one-way ANOVA for children's Melody Discrimination Task (c-MDT).\
Bars represent early-trained (ET) and late-trained (LT) musicians at three age of start cut-offs. Performance is measured as age-based z-scores for Simple Melodies (L) and Transposed Melodies (R).](pone.0216119.g005){#pone.0216119.g005}

![Results of one-way ANOVA for children's Rhythm Synchronization Task (c-RST).\
Bars represent early-trained (ET) and late-trained (LT) musicians at three age of start cut-offs. Performance is measured as age-based z-scores.](pone.0216119.g006){#pone.0216119.g006}

Examining ET-LT cut-offs {#sec009}
------------------------

To explore the validity of AoS cut-offs, we calculated the correlations between AoS and z-score for ET and LT groups for each task and at each cut-off. We then compared correlation coefficients between groups using Fisher's z Transformation and z-test \[[@pone.0216119.ref027]\]. In addition, we calculated slopes using regression models and compared them using *t*-test analyses. In a previous study examining ET-LT cut-offs of 6, 7, 8, and 9 in adult musicians, younger age of start predicted better performance on the Rhythm Synchronization Task at all four cut-offs. Furthermore, correlations and slopes differed the most between ET and LT musicians when age seven was used to divide the groups \[[@pone.0216119.ref017]\]. This was taken as suggestive of an AoS effect for age seven. If such an effect is observable in childhood, we predict that younger age of start will correlate with better c-RST performance at all three cut-offs. Moreover, we expect that correlations and slopes will differ the most between ET and LT children at age seven for the c-RST.

Overall, there were no statistically significant differences in correlations or slopes at any cut-off. However, several patterns of correlations emerged in LT groups which corresponded to our hypotheses. For Simple Melodies, lower age of start was most strongly correlated with scores at the youngest cut-off, age five \[*r*(53) = -.25, *p* = .069\]. For Transposed Melodies, task performance was not correlated with AoS at any cut-off. For rhythm synchronization, lower AoS was most strongly correlated with scores at the oldest cut-off, age seven \[*r*(24) = -.48, *p* = .013\].

Examining AoS as a predictor {#sec010}
----------------------------

Lastly, we conducted a hierarchical polynomial regression analysis \[[@pone.0216119.ref028]\] to examine the contributions of AoS, music lessons and practice, and cognitive abilities, as well as any non-linear relationships, to musical task performance. In contrast to the previous analyses in which we matched children in ET and LT groups, for this analysis we used the full dataset (*N* = 130), limiting the range of potential contributing factors while minimizing data loss. To do this, we converted raw values to standardized values, or used standard scores, for all predictors (age of start, years of lessons, hours of weekly practice, SES, WMI, MR). We removed all cases with an absolute value exceeding 2.50 SD on any of these predictors. This limited range resulted in the removal of 16 cases, for a total sample size of 114. As with the matched-subjects approach, we used age-based (z) scores for all musical tasks to control for differences due to maturation.

For each musical task, predictors besides AoS that were statistically significantly correlated with the outcome were added at step 1 as control variables (c-RST: WMI *r* = .28; c-MDT Simple: MR \[*r* = .20\]; c-MDT Transposed: WMI \[*r* = .20\], weekly practice \[*r* = .25\]). Our predictor of interest, the linear variable 'age of start' (AoS), was added at step 2. The power terms 'AoS^2^' and 'AoS^3^' were added at steps 3 and 4, to examine quadratic and cubic relations, respectively. To reduce multicollinearity with its power terms, we centered the variable AoS at its mean for each age group; this centered variable was used as the basis for all regression analyses \[[@pone.0216119.ref029]\].

For Simple Melodies, a linear regression model with only Matrix Reasoning accounted for 4.1% of the variance (*β* = .20, *t* = 1.89, adjusted *R*^2^ = .03, *p* = .031). Adding AoS contributed 3.2% independent variance to the model (*β* = -.18, *t* = -1.95, adjusted *R*^2^ = .06, *p* = .054). Power terms did not add any independent variance to the model.

For Transposed Melodies, a linear regression model with only Working Memory accounted for 4.0% of the variance (*β* = .20, adjusted *R*^2^ = .03, *p* = .034). Adding Weekly Practice Hours contributed 7.4% independent variance to the model (*β* = .27, adjusted *R*^2^ = .10, *p* = .003). Neither AoS nor any of its power terms accounted for independent variance to the model.

For Rhythm Synchronization, a linear regression model with only Working Memory accounted for 7.7% of the variance (*β* = .28, *t* = 3.06, adjusted *R*^2^ = .07, *p* = .003). Neither AoS nor any of its power terms accounted for additional variance to the model.

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

The results of this study showed that children who began training before age seven performed better on a simple melody discrimination task than those who started later, after being matched for musical training, demographic and cognitive variables. Further, both AoS and a measure of global intellectual function independently predicted scores on this task. There were no group differences or effects of AoS for the more complex rhythm synchronization and transposed melody discrimination tasks, but these were significantly predicted by working memory ability. Additionally, weekly practice was a strong independent predictor of transposed melody discrimination. These results provide clear evidence for the important contributions of maturational, training and cognitive factors in predicting musical task performance.

In the present sample, simple discrimination abilities were highest in those who had started music lessons before ages six and seven. Our finding of an AoS effect for simple pitch discrimination is supported by longitudinal studies showing that even short periods of music training during childhood can improve children's discrimination of simple tones and melodies \[[@pone.0216119.ref013],[@pone.0216119.ref030]\], neural processing of musical sounds and pitches \[[@pone.0216119.ref014]--[@pone.0216119.ref016],[@pone.0216119.ref031]\], and accuracy in singing a simple melody \[[@pone.0216119.ref032]\]. This advantage for low-level pitch processing is likely a function of early maturation in the primary auditory cortex, in which there is a massive increase in the number of synapses and in myelination between ages one and five \[[@pone.0216119.ref033]--[@pone.0216119.ref036]\]. We and others have hypothesized that music training during periods of rapid maturational change may lead to greater brain plasticity that would promote enhanced learning both immediately and over the long term \[[@pone.0216119.ref006],[@pone.0216119.ref037],[@pone.0216119.ref038]\].

We also found that performance on simple pitch discrimination was related to global cognitive ability. There are several ways that cognitive and musical abilities might be related. On one hand, a global factor is posited to underlie the ability to approach and remain engaged with all cognitive tasks, resulting in positive correlations among these tasks, a phenomenon known as 'the positive manifold' \[[@pone.0216119.ref039]\]. This general ability would also support basic music-perceptual abilities which, like other cognitive processes, are hypothesized to be innate and normally distributed \[[@pone.0216119.ref040]\]. On the other hand, there is direct causal evidence that musical training during middle childhood, when compared to other types of training, can increase global cognitive ability \[[@pone.0216119.ref041]\]. Moreover, in a large longitudinal study of neuropsychological functioning across childhood, raw scores on tasks of global intellect increased sharply between ages 6--10 and reached adult levels by age 12--13 \[[@pone.0216119.ref042]\]. These maturational changes coincide with the time at which children in our sample are starting music lessons, and thus changes in cognitive abilities with maturation may also contribute to performance on music tasks. Altogether, our results provide evidence that music training before age seven results in specific gains in simple pitch discrimination, that are likely linked with developmental peaks in brain regions supporting basic auditory processing and with global cognitive development.

In contrast, we found no evidence that earlier start of training differentially contributed to rhythm synchronization ability. This is not consistent with results from studies with adult musicians showing that those who begin training before age seven outperform those who begin later on rhythm tasks \[[@pone.0216119.ref002],[@pone.0216119.ref003],[@pone.0216119.ref007],[@pone.0216119.ref008]\]. However, our finding is consistent with the maturation of rhythmic abilities in childhood: beat perception is in place by infancy \[[@pone.0216119.ref043]--[@pone.0216119.ref045]\], but auditory-motor integration does not develop fully until mid- to late adolescence \[[@pone.0216119.ref046],[@pone.0216119.ref047]\]. Moreover, rhythmic tapping tasks require basic fine-motor abilities that do not mature until late childhood \[[@pone.0216119.ref048],[@pone.0216119.ref049]\]. Further, even with musical training, children's rhythmic abilities take time to mature. For instance, children aged 6--8 improved on a tonal discrimination task after two years of music lessons, but rhythm discrimination did not appear to change \[[@pone.0216119.ref050]\]. Similarly, in children receiving music lessons from ages 7--13, there were improvements in the detection of pitch errors, but not timing errors, as measured with EEG \[[@pone.0216119.ref016],[@pone.0216119.ref051]\]. To integrate the results of studies with child and adult musicians, we hypothesize that children must be older, have matured in terms of motor abilities, and have accrued substantial training to perform well on this task. This is supported by our previous findings using the same task with 7--13 year-old children showing continuing improvement with age, and that years of lessons contribute significantly to performance \[[@pone.0216119.ref018]\]. Finally, for rhythm synchronization we also found that children's scores were significantly associated with working memory ability. This supports previous findings that scores on the task were correlated with measures of working memory in children \[[@pone.0216119.ref018]\] and adults \[[@pone.0216119.ref002],[@pone.0216119.ref003]\].

For discrimination of transposed melodies, we also found no differences between matched ET and LT groups, and no effect of AoS. Similar to rhythm synchronization, there was a significant association between working memory and task performance. These findings demonstrate a strong, likely bidirectional relationship between musical training and working memory. On the one hand, playing music requires attending to and holding sequences of notes in mind, and applying the correct motor program to execute movements. These skills are supported by working memory which, like global cognitive function, develops most sharply between ages 6--10 and reaches adult levels by age 12--13 \[[@pone.0216119.ref042]\]. On the other hand, music practice directly enhances working memory through repetition of increasingly complex sensory-motor skills. Correspondingly, children with musical training have been found to have better performance on tasks of verbal and visuospatial working memory \[[@pone.0216119.ref052]\]. Thus, children with a better working memory capacity may be likely to engage in music training, and by doing so may enhance this skill.

We also found that hours of weekly practice, but not AoS or duration of musical training, significantly predicted transposed melody discrimination. This is consistent with findings from studies with adults that lifetime music practice accounted for more than two-thirds of the variance in performance on the same task \[[@pone.0216119.ref053]\]. This task is more difficult because it requires the participant to ignore contour, a highly salient auditory feature \[[@pone.0216119.ref054]\]. The only cue that differentiates the melodies is interval structure, or the change in pitch from one note to the next \[[@pone.0216119.ref055]\]. Children actively learn about interval structure through reading and repetition of musical scales during music practice. Thus, although non-musicians may understand implicitly, musicians' explicit knowledge of interval structure enables them to perform much better on the transposed melody task. More than the other tasks in this study, transposed discrimination seems to require active engagement with music training, and with regular weekly practice specifically.

Our findings provide the first evidence in children that earlier start of music training results in better performance for simple melody discrimination, even when controlling for years of experience. This is likely a metaplastic effect where starting music training during a time of peak neurodevelopmental change produces better immediate and long-term learning. Performance for the more complex rhythm and transposition tasks did not show an effect of age of start and transposition ability was related to hours of practice. Performance for all music tasks was related to cognitive ability, indicating that cognitive skills likely both promote engagement in music and may be enhanced by training. Integrating these results with those for adult musicians, we hypothesize that early training has an immediate impact on skills like simple melody discrimination that develop early, while more complex abilities, like synchronization and transposition require both further maturation and additional training.
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